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Algebra is embedded throughout the warm ups. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.Multiplying and Dividing Decimals by 10 and 100by 5.NBT.1 and 5.NBT.2 MGSE5.NBT.1. Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it
represents in the place to its right and 1/10 of what it represents in the place to its left. It gives individuals a chance to improve their skills in data analysis and graph creation by providing REAL-LIFE NBA statistics. This is a 12-question worksheet that covers adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing with decimals (positive numbers only). Check
how well they can divide decimals by other decimals. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals 109by Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? It should take about 15-20 minutes to complete, a fun filler which is not all play and no work. Also
includes a blank chart that could be used well with posting numbers around the room for students to write in the correct box and come up with the remaining forms.Three decimal word problemsby Three basic decimal word problems using addition and subtraction. Perform the division operation without adding zeros here. This bell work could be
used as early as 4th gradPage 4I created this review to prepare students for a test on mean, median, mode, range, multiplication, division and decimals. This worksheet assesses the 5th grade Common Core Math standard 5NBTA3A.Read and Write Decimals - SpongeBob Mystery Mathby Free SpongeBob Mystery Math for reading and writing
decimals!This mystery math provides 12 practice problems with written-out decimal numbers. I selected the first page of fractions to convert. This does not mean that you spoon-feed your child with answers; instead, guide them and help them reach the solution. The lesson is one page which was designed to be printed in color. This is not just another
"worksheet". My students LOVE these as morning work and it gives me a quick check of what they know. Check out Everyone Can Do Math's best selling product! A great way to end a decimal unit! The Menu Project: A Project Applying Decimal Operations Other Decimal Operation products by Everyone Can Do Math: Decimal OperaMultiplying by
decimals by multiples of 10, 100, and 1,000by Rock, Paper, Scissors, Percents!by During our decimals unit (and after our fractions unit), I gave my 5th graders this fun activity. Ever wanted to give all your students the same test but each with different answers, so that one could not steal another's hard work? The student will be able to model the
expanded form of a decimal as well as describe the relationship between digits and their values. Following the notes there is an independent practice section on comparing decimals and then two compare and order decimals questions. (36 Worksheets) Dividing Decimals Using Number Lines Worksheets These versatile printable tools are equipped to
help the beginners and confident learners in the 5th grade and 6th grade test their knowledge. Within the rooms there are 20 math problems whereGrab this free subtracting decimals math worksheet to crack a fun fact! Printable & Digital option included! This activity requires students to subtract decimals to discover a fun fact. First sheet has
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division problems. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals--Word Problems 108--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? The questions included require students to adPlace value chart
for decimals.by This chart allows students to record decimal numbers using a chart to place digits in the tenths, hundredths and thousandths places. Students can model multiplying decimals on the grid and solve using the standard algorithm in the space next to/below the grid. Eventually, the students had 2-4 pages of common conversions they could
review. What's included: -6 total activities -The first and last activity have a differentiated version for learners with varied proficiencies. I used 100s blocks, number lines, and money. They will use fractions to represent the vowels, consonants and each letter of their name. Fun Ways to Teach Decimals Classroom teaching can be monotonous. Enjoy
this freebie and check out some of the other products in my store!Page 13Have your students practice their number sense through these Number of the Day Activity Mats. Second page has four word problems applying the operations. Mystery maths are no-prep resources designed for teachers in need of convenient materials or for substitutes.
Copying any part of this product and placing it on the internet in any form is strictly forbidden and is a violation of Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DChanging Forms - Build the Skillby These activities correspond with the Changing Forms video playlist on our YouTube Channel ( .Students will learn how to change between fractions, decimals, and
percentages for equivalent values. Students will enjoy this so much they won't know they are learning!!! Please click the green star below my store name to follow my store and learn about upcoming sales. There are 2 basic questions for each operation, plus 4 story problems. The review includes number problems and well as word problems. Only
terminating decimals are addressed in changing back to a fraction from a decimal as well as changing between decimals and percentages.Videos can be accessed via the QR code on eachDividing Decimals by 10, 100, 1,000, and Their Multiplesby Resource that contains fill-in-the-blank and short answer questions for students to practice dividing
decimals by 10, 100, 1,000, and their multiples.Multiplying Decimals by 10, 100, 1,000 and Their Multiplesby Connect 4 Adding and Subtracting Decimalsby This connect for resource allow students to have a choice while practicing adding and subtracting decimals. If you happen to be adding up the problems and come up short; I give my students 2
points for remembering to write the date and theiDecimal Freebieby This free decimal pack is a taster to some of the worksheets from the bigger 'The Decimal Pack'.Targeted at a year 4 level, the worksheets include counting by decimals, connecting fractions to decimals and decimal place value.Written Words into Decimals Level 3 5nbta3aby In this
Level 3 (Mastering the Skill) free-response activity, students will answer ten problems requiring them to convert decimals written in words into numerals. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals--Word Problems 104--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or
exercises in your classroom? If students write the decimal correctly, they will match the clues to the solution. I used this in my 6th grade classroom to give students practice recognizing equivalency between the three forms before we found percentages of numbers.Add and Subtract Decimalsby Adding and subtracting two decimals with a different
number of digits can be a challenge for students. It includes:Writing Numbers in:Standard FormExpanded FormWith WordsIn a Place Value ChartComputations:+.1-.1+.10-.10+.100- .100Rounding:To the nearest tenthTo the nearest hundredthEven or OddI use this activity once a week throughout the year to encourage student understanding of place
value. The worksheet begins with breaking down the expression and having students model/draw what information they have in the expression, and then leading into identifying the pattern. Skills addressed throughout the warm ups are: • Converting between fractions, decimals, and percentages • Converting between different uPage 9Discovering
Decimalsby I created these interactive notes to help my 6th graders understand what decimals are and how the placement of zeros really does matter! You will need a dictionary/ internet dictionary, a penny, and a dime. These worksheets can be used by students of any school/any board as I have selected the common basic topics. They have to follow
the instructions of others that want a percentage of the park to be a playground or a fraction of the park to be a garden. On Friday, a quiz is provided. You will find the printed version of the activity on page 2 and the answer key on page 3. At beginning few questions may take more than 1 minute but practicing such workPage 23This is a worksheet
made for students grades 4-8. Strategies provided to helpPage 7Decimal Division Worksheetby Here is a worksheet that has 4 problems related to decimal division.What's Included?A graphic organizer (4 problems)Represent the modeled decimal in word formRepresent the modeled decimal in number formRepresent the equation shown in the modelA
division problem for students to solveKey for the models on the graphic organizer___________________________________________________________________If you take pictures of your students using these resource, tag me on instagram @MyClassyAdventures!_______Decimal Mazes - Addition Worksheetsby These Decimal mazes gives the students a fun and
differentiated activity while allowing for quick and painless grading! This is a great activity for students to complete as a practice or homework. Plus, they are easy to grade if I decide to grade them! (I grade the work side, not the coloring side.) Keep the followers coming! I'll plan a BIG freebie for when I hit 10Real World Percentages Activityby
Students will pick out a shirt card then have to follow and buy the add-ons stated on their shirt cards (bottoms, shoes and 3 accessories). An answer key is included for this resource.This mystery math should take students 5-15 minutes depending on ability level. All rights belong to Apple Inc., Google, Dell, Kohl’s, Barnes and Noble, Colts, One
Direction, Justin Bieber, and Nikon.Page 19In this activity, your students will follow a "twisted path" starting with a number, completing various operations, then finally coming to the end where they will record their answer. Included: *Adding decimals with various place values and whole numbers *Decimal Mix-Up: comparing decimal sums,
identifying place value, rounding decimal numbers If you like this product be sure to check out: Valentine MathAdding Decimals Worksheets 5.NBT.7by These worksheets are perfect for extra practice or a quick assessment of adding decimals. via Google Forms. Questions cover: - word form to decimal form - decimal form to word form - expanded
form - identifying the place of a given digit I have uploaded a .docx format so you can quickly edit numbers if necessary. Congrats! You will now receive email updates about my storeGrocery Store Unit Rate Projectby This project has students locate given products in a grocery store to find the rate and use the gathered data to find the unit rate.This
also includes a rubric and a chart to help keep the students organized I do this with my 6th grade students regularly and it is really fun. Check out some other VA SPage 21Fraction flowerby In the middle of the flower students write their given fraction. Practice worksheet can be used for in class independent practice, spiral review, math centers,
morning work, homework or early finisher.Like this resource? You can also differentiate instruction using these worksheets for students that are struggling or need a challenge (depending on where you are in teaching the standard). For those who will be done early, there is a challenge question added as well! Same activity goes when picking out a
pet card, house card and a vacation card. I always appreciate kind words in the comment section. In this activity, students will write down several books they find at the book fair along with the author and price. This can be done in small groups, as a mini lesson or as an independent learning center.Order of Operations with Decimals Coloringby
Solving order of operations with decimals coloring worksheet. How Can Parents Support Children in 3rd Grade? The variety of mats allow for use with whole numbers or decimals depending on the grade and level of your students. * If they can’t find a matching answer, theyMystery Numbers - Computation Practiceby A quick, fun activity to practice
any computation skill! Meets Common Core standard NBT7 (perform operations with multi-digit whole numbers and decimals to hundredths). INSTRUCTIONS: * Each student needs a worksheet, pencil, and colored pencils or crayons. Activity includes 4 word problems and tables.Page 26Decimal Detectiveby Help students build number sense and
deepen conceptual understanding of decimals in this engaging activity. Follow my TPT Store! For questions or concerns, email shrinkthegap.esl@Page 15This is a chart where students are given whole numbers, such as 24, and asked to multiply by 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, and 2 either with a calculator or not (depending on how far you
are into decimal multiplication). It does not involve children in the learning process, thus, making it slow and dull. Great way to model their math!Upper Grade Homework (Part 1) 5th/6thby Simple, quick math homework to use in the upper grades. There are 11 QUESTIONS, which have been created to ensure the understanding of tables, statistics,
decimals, percentages, averages, and ratios. Use:consolidationextra practicereviewearly finisher taskhomeworkdistance learningMath Content/Skill: Subtracting Decimal NumbersPREP:Download, print page 4 and go!Open the Google Slides link (provided on page 3) to complete the worksheet digitally! Make a digital copy for each student before
assigning.If youThis 3 week math review calendar freebie is a sample of my 6th Grade Summer Math Calendar. Many of my students keep this in the front of their binder so that they can easily access these common equivalents throughout the entire year. A shopping spree of course! This activity involves students multiplying the price of the object by
the quantity they’re buying, as well as adding their totals together. I just randomly pick a number for students to write down and then they are ready to role. Hence, learning how to calculate with decimals is essential. Dividing Multi-Digit Decimals These questions necessitate deeply understanding decimal place value, urging the 6th grade and 7th
grade students to divide decimals by decimals with insight. Students will solve 8 problems and a mystery clue, and use process of elimination to determine the "Mystery Number." Four worksheets (with answer key) are included as well as blank worksheet to create your own!NO PREP Place Value Packet (5th Grade) FREEBIE!by Check out this 5th
Grade Place Value Sampler! It includes three place value review pages perfect for the 5th grade classroom! If you like this product, check out the entire packet which includes 28 PAGES of place value practice for only $3.75!!!! BUY THE FULL PACKET HERE! The full product includes place value practice for both whole numbers into the millions
period AND decimals to the thousandths!! This packet works GREAT as a math center, for morning work, for when you have a substitute,BUNDLE - Performance Task - Comparing, Ordering & Rounding Decimals - Thrills & Chills Now you can get more options and save money with this collection of all editions of Thrills & Chills! This set includes the
Thrills & Chills Performance Task in 9 different Amusement Park editions. There is also the ability to track pupil progress easily if you wish tSubjects:Discount pricesby This worksheet helps students work through the steps needed to work out the discounted price of an item. Get it and 3 more practice sheets in the Rounding Decimals Practice Packet.
Please note - the quiz is valued at 30 points. Students will solve word problems with whole number multiplication to enrich your curriculum.The interactive Google Slides presentations provide a unique way for your students to monitor their own learning. Add one of the following to each of the petals.· The decimal equivalent,· The percentage
equivalent,· Visual representation,· 3 equivalent fractions, in different petals.Fractions, Decimals, Percents Chartby This chart is useful for developing student understanding when converting fractions to decimals and percents, decimals to fractions and percents, percents to fractions and decimals. Ever tired of spending hours making up new
questions from old ones with new numbers? I used it in a 45 minute time period with the possibility of finishing the independentObjective: Multiply decimals where the factors can be up to the thousandths place value. This practice sheet relates decimals to baseball and allows the students to practice place value, ordering decimals, and
adding/subtracting decimals. Students minus savings amount from full price and write in 'discount price' column.FDP Odd One Outby For each of the 7 problems on this page, students are required to pick which of the four fractions, decimals, or percentages is not equivalent to the other three. It helps them get into the routine (and also lets you know
where certain students struggle).-In the powers of ten section, students will write the original decimal on the blank line- then solvePage 25Add Two Decimals--Word Problems 109--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? The students get to see a practical application of a subject that is usually too
abstract.Thanksgiving Math Freebieby Rigorous Resources by LisaHappy Thanksgiving! I hope you enjoy this Thanksgiving Math Freebie that focuses on decimal and fraction problems. The text, problems, and images are not able to be changed.*****************************************Page 2Multiplying Decimals Hundredths Gridby Two Peas in a 5th
Grade PodThis free printable worksheet was created to be used when teaching multiplying decimals. InstanDecimal Model WSby This handout is a great way to start a lesson on decimals. Young children face various challenges in their learning process. An easily printable resource, students will gain ample practice in dividing decimals by whole
numbers as well as dividing whole numbers by decimals efficiently. I used this as a practice worksheet more than an assessment worksheet, but you can use it however you choose.Decimal Operations Reviewby Worksheets or homework to review all 4 decimal operations. You can also follow me at my blog 4th Grade Dynamic Duo or Facebook: 4th
Grade Dynamic Duo Facebook for ideas, lessons, freebies, and more!! I would love to hear from you! Your feedback is greatly appreciated! Thank you!!!FREE Rounding Decimals Coloring Activity (FREEBIE)by Students will be rounding decimals to the nearest tenths, hundredths, thousandths, and whole number. Students times price by percentage
and add this to 'savings' column. Division - 1 digit divisor by 3 digit dividend and 2 digit divisor by 3 digit dividend Order of Operations - parenthesis and exponents included Decimals - Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division Ease baDecimal of the Weekby This is a weekly numeracy activity you can do with students from grades 4-6 for
numbers to decimal millionths. Finally the the last page, provides a guide on how to solve multiplying decimals equations using the standard algorithm (moving the decimal out and back in). You will receive the editable template in word format. Each day, write two fractions on the board for the students to use that day. It is appropriate for 5th and 6th
grade students. Great for substitute work, inOne dividing decimals worksheet provides crucial math skills practice and lots of fun! Zero-prep, self-checking worksheet keeps students motivated with a hangman-style puzzle to complete as each problem is solved. This is a great reAdding Decimalsby "Adding Decimals" contains 2 ready-to-go printables.
Use whole-number exponents to denote powers of 10.Subjects:Page 5This FREE sample is from my 5th math word problems which are the perfect addition to your math centers. Afterwards, there are 7 questions asking students to make observations about the patterns or relationships they noticed once the chart is complete. Some of the best ways to
teach decimals is through worksheets. I just picked some items I thought 5th/6th graders would be interested in, and made up the prices. Even fun games and interactive learning exercises can take some time for children to get accustomed to. This could also be used as a hundreds chart to model counting patterns, arrays and more. This is a great
resource as a summative assignment, where students can show off what they have learned and how they can apply it in a real waDecimal Duoby Students are to work in partners. From there, they must write the price of each book in word form and expanded form (decimal). Some numbers have been provided to aid in calculations. In addition, this
worksheet asks students to find equivalent fractions, compare their values using inequalities, and convert them to decimals. It allows them to practice turning fractions into decimals into percents by: 1) simplifying fractions to "easy" fractions (like 3/4), 2) making the fraction out of 100 3) dividing the numerator by the denominator This was a great
activity because it challenged the kids, provided a fun activity, and gave them great fraction, decimal, and even statistics practice! The kids loved doing this!5.NBT.A.1 Decimal Relationshipsby This worksheet builds on the CCSS 5.NBT.A.1 It allows students to visually represent decimals in order to identify a relationship between the decimal as well
as the fraction. The activity is on Google Slides. Students solve eight order of operations problems using decimals. I expect students to show their work in the margins, on the back of the page, or on another sheet of paper. The duration of this lesson will depend completely on your students. The first time I used this in each class was as guided
practice. This worksheet is a great way to start with the basics of decimals. Spot the Decimals on a Number Line: This worksheet makes use of number lines to explain the concept of decimals. It is a perfect summer assignment for your class, a great tool to use for tutoring or even a review for back to school!Click here to purchase the entire 6th
Grade Math 10 week review calendar! This math calendar is also perfect for summer tutoring or for parentsMath Picture Puzzle Games: Powers of 10by *A Fun and DIFFERENTIATED Way to Practice the Skill of MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING BY POWERS OF 10!*The 5 puzzles included in this product gradually increase in difficulty, so they are
appropriate for varied learning levels in your classroom! A CHALLENGE puzzle is even included for more advanced learners!- Puzzle 1: Multiplying by Powers of 10- Puzzle 2: Dividing by Powers of 10- Puzzle 3: Multiplying and Dividing by Powers of 10- Puzzle 4: Multiplying and Dividing by Powers of 10- Puzzle 5: PowerPage 6New Florida Standards
Assessment (FSA) Test Item Specifications Sample Problems used to create similar problems for students to have practice with the way the test will present materials. 2 word problems at the end for a total of 14 problems * Where does the Decimal Go? In this serious, repeating decimals are only addressed in moving between fractions and decimals.
There is also an included challenge page for students that goes more in depth with adding and subtracting decimals.. Worksheet 1 is also available with calculations already set up for formal calculation.This worksheet was created to support this video about calculating with decimals by RebeccaTheMathsLady.This worksheet was developed by Jeff
Kutcher from Jeff's Notebooks and he is kindly allowing it to be freesharedMathematics worksheetsby Hello everyone,As I am new on TPT and this is my first product, I expect your support and cooperation. Kids in 3rd grade are only given a brief introduction to decimals, but these basics help them in future classes. It includes 10 problems (and key)
of multi-digit decimal division containing zeros in the quotient, which can often be difficult for students. There are five rooms to escape in which students must perform four tasks and decode a secret message prior to moving on to the next room. Dividing Decimals with Adding Zeros Put passion into practice and proceed toward perfection! Employ
these pdf worksheets on dividing decimals by adding zeros and check out how efficiently you can divide decimal dividends by decimal divisors. Decimal worksheets for 3rd graders cover a wide variety of exercises. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedEver run out of practice questions
or exercises in your classroom? Enjoy!! -Kate CowleMultiplying Whole Numbers Word Problemsby Self-checking interactive Google Slides presentations make math practice engaging and low-prep!Engage your students with these FREE multiplying whole numbers word problems! Provided in both print and DIGITAL formats, you have the flexibility to
decide what works best in your classroom. Thank you Jeff!There is a link from the worksheet to another resource on Jeff's TPT site that will generate new worksheets on this topic (with and without answer sheets) but you nMultiplication by 10 and 100 (decimal numbers)by Worksheet: Multiplication by 10 and 100 (decimal numbers)This worksheet is
one of a series of 4 worksheets created to support this video about multiplication and division by 10 and 100 by RebeccaTheMathsLady.This worksheet was developed by Jeff Kutcher from Jeff's Notebooks and he is kindly allowing it to be freeshared here. They will use 100 cubes and need to be able to convert between fractions, percents and decimals
using benchmarks of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%. 12 problems where students must round the decimal to a whole number first to estimate the product before solving for the actual product. It also includes columns for recording any whole numbers before the decimal point. Answer key included For more, visit my store! Thanks for looking! Don’t foPage
3Practice simplifying fractions, creating equivalent fractions, converting to decimals, locating fractions on a number line, and comparing fractions. I have created a set of 10 worksheets of Mathematics for students of grades 3 to 5. After this students should understand that when you multiply a whole number times a decimal smaller than 1, the
prodPage 16Add, Subtract, Multiply, and Divide Decimals Practice Sheets.Answer key included!Completely editable!Use it as an exit ticket, quick formative assessment, center work, independent work, homework, etc!Page 17This math test covers adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing whole numbers. The maze is easy for the teacher to check
quickly, so that students will be ableDecimal Tenths Chartby A handy chart used to practice writing decimal numbers through the tenths place in various forms: decimal form, fraction, words, and expanded form. You can use any review on the back. There are 12 questions in all. The sills reviewed in this freebies are Multiplication - 1 by 2 digits, 2 by 2
digits, and 3 by 2 digits. Intended to be used in a math notebook in which students glue down one problem and solve showing their work.Subjects:My name in Fractions - FREE PRODUCTby This simple one page worksheet will have students writing their name and representing their name as a whole, with the letters being parts of the whole. These
printables are perfect for a review, minilesson, independent practice, and/or "sub tub" work. Enjoy!Understanding Number Values (decimal numbers)by This worksheet allows students to build understanding of the values of number. There is an addition/subtraction page and a multiplication/division page with keys. Alongside units of measure, this is
also a great activity to help children practise their fluency of dividing/multiplying by 10, 100, 1000 etc. Can be printed in either color or gray-scale. In order to make kids learn faster and better, it is best to adopt fun and engaging teaching methods. Students must develop strategies and rely on number sense to complete the activity. Your student will
solve each problem and then will color each section of the turkey based on the answer to the problem. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I received4 Operations Worksheet Generator - Whole numbers and decimalsby This free excel generator will provide you with an endless supply of
differentiated 4 operations with whole numbers and decimals worksheets.Worksheet A - 4 operations with whole numbersWorksheet B - 4 operations with whole numbers and easier decimalsWorksheet C - 4 operations with decimalsEach worksheet contains 20 unique questions that gradually build in difficulty and can be displayed on the board to
save on printing costs. Cutting, gluing and coloring provides basic school motor skill practice for newcomer students. It could be used as an introduction to fractions or a quick review.Included is an example with my name: BAILEYGrab this free adding decimals math worksheet to crack a fun fact about crocodiles! Use this resource for some extra
math practice at home or in the classroom.Download, print and go!If you are looking to give your children some extra practice with adding decimal numbers, this worksheet is a quick and fun way to do that. The hidden message about crocodiles will be revealed if the math questions are answered correctly! You may also be interested in some of these
fun math resources:Decimals Math MEngage your students with pixel math, a creative way to review and reinforce fluency with decimals, fractions and percents. You may also be interested in other math resources: - I Love Geometry Bundle - I Love DecThis is a FREE 14 page fraction, decimal, and percent packet geared towards students either
beginning these concepts, reviewing them, or even reinforcing them. Your feedback is appreciated!Fractions, Decimals and Percentagesby Fractions, percentages, and decimals are complex concepts for young learners. If you were to purchase each of these Performance Tasks individually, it would cost $36. Finally, there are word problems associated
with the books and prices they have recorded. The problems can also be used as math enrichment, homework, or anchor activities when your students finish assignments early. A reflection question at the end will allow students to summarize and synthesize the activity and would lead to qualiAdding and Subtracting Decimals Worksheetby Creative
Engagement EducationTired of all the BORING worksheets where students practice the same thing over and over? In this sheet, we review Proportions, Dividing Fractions, Rounding Numbers, and Dividing Decimals. The decimal point is bold and easy to see.Types:90 Follower Freebie!!! I'm so excited!! :) :) :) Here is part of a product I am currently
working on. Each student will have six questions covering adding/subtracting decimals. Designed for 5th grade in mind, this will require students to solve problems and answer questions that help with their reasoning skills (i.e. prove you are correct, how do you know your answer is reasonable, use a 2nd strategy to show the solution to the problem,
etc)In this resource you will receive 2 versions of each prompt. (50 Worksheets) Dividing Decimals | Basic To perform division of a decimal by another decimal, multiply the dividend and divisor with an appropriate power of ten to convert the divisor into a whole number, and then proceed to divide as usual. Second review assignment for students or
classes that need additional practice. The Monday-Thursday bell work is one sheet, and the Friday quiz is a half sheet. Drawing provides a visual tool to your child and helps in understanding the fundamental concept of decimals. Puzzle reveals the names of important, fun and/or little known inventors throughout history! These Common Core aligned
worksheets feature historical photos, original patent images and historical illustrations designed to pique students interest and curiosity as they sharpen their skilFree-Google Forms-Decimalsby Auto-grading Google Form with 20 problems in which students use model representations to read, identify, and write decimals to the hundredths. This
product is geared towards 5th grade standards. Students place one or more decimal points in a true expression. It helps kids in practicing decimal values and determining large and small decimals. Identify the Place Value in a Decimal: This worksheet aims to teach the conversion of numbers into decimals. If you do purchase and like this activity, be
sure to follow me, to receive updates and new product notPage 11Generate free worksheets for math with solutions online. Included are 5 worksheets and their ANSWER KEYS: Adding decimals without carrying over Adding decimals with carrying over Adding more than two decimals Adding decimals word problems - 2 sheets I will be creating more
worksheets for thisFraction, Decimal, & Percent Equivalentsby Students use the circles shown to identify the amount shaded first as a fraction then convert the fraction into a decimal and a percent. Decimals extend into thousandths place. If you do not want to use it as homework, feelRepresenting Decimals with Modelsby These worksheets focus on
TEKS 4.2E Representing Decimals with Models. Based on the colors written in each problem box, students color the lettered grid. Hence, parents need to help children get through the process. They will calculate the price of their purchase with discounts and fill it out on the worksheet. With this worksheet, they will get a clear visual understanding of
what each one means.Click to follow meBe the first to know about my new discounts and products:Look for the green star next to my store logo and click it to become a follower. I would call out loud or write on the board decimals I wanted them to represent via blocks, number lines, or money and they would practice creating that decimal amount on
paper. * Students should solve the ten multiplication problems at the top of the page. Complete in class or send home as homewBlue Minimalist Decimal Place Value Maths Worksheet - Editable in CanvaNote: You will need a 'Canva for Education' or 'Canva Pro' account to be able to use this free resource.THIS RESOURCE IS FOR PERSONAL AND
NON-COMMERCIAL USE ONLY.Please note that you may NOT sell this resource or benefit financially in any way from accessing this template. The test also features comparing and ordering fractions. Texas standards and a simple guide to this lesson's use are provided on the second page.Converting Units of Measure Practise - Sampleby
Overview:This worksheet will help your children practise converting units of measure. The first review homework is free, here is the next nine. The top portion can be used as a student anchor chart to add into math notebooks or binders for reference. It has examples to help students at home who cannot remember, easy to grade, and will be
successful with getting homework back from all students. Students can keep it as notes or put it in an interactive notebook. This homework is designed to quickly assess if your students know the concept or not. Two have two addends, and one has three. If you have any questions or suggestions please message me. Laminate or put in sheet protectors
for repeated use, great for spiral review through out the year, a quick warm-up activity or use at a center. Even though the problems are different, the answers are the same and therefore self checking!Professor Johnson's Robotby Students use Base 10 unit cubes to design a robot prototype. To access an interactive, autograded version of the
worksheet for free, click HERE and create a free account. They will need a ruler (or straight edge) and the following colors: blue, green, red, and yellow.Common Core Book Fair Mathby This hands-on math activity allows your students to engage themselves in their school's semi-annual book fair while also working on their math skills. There are two
grid options: 1. Answer key is included. and working with decimals.PuSubjects:Division by 10 and 100 (decimal numbers)by Worksheet: Division by 10 and 100 (decimal numbers)This worksheet is one of a series of 4 worksheets created to support this video about multiplication and division by 10 and 100 by RebeccaTheMathsLady.This worksheet was
developed by Jeff Kutcher from Jeff's Notebooks and he is kindly allowing it to be freeshared here. Students also need to explain their strategies to problem solving.Subjects:Types:10 Minute Math Review Sample and Answer Key - FREEby I love spiral teaching and I constantly give reviews to my students about previous concepts taught in math to
provide them with many experiences in order to ensure they can grasp concepts well. Thank you Jeff!There is a link from the worksheet to another resource on Jeff's TPT site that will generate new worksheets on this topic (with and without answer sheets) butCalculating with decimals worksheet 2by Worksheet: addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division calculations with numbers up to 2 decimal places written horizontally (children are required to set up their own formal calculations). - Give as a quick review before teaching your lesson for the day - Give an an exit pass to ensure students are solid in math concepts - Give as formative assessment to quickly assess what your students still
need help with - Give as a center, or for one-to-one or small group instruction and interventio It will help them practice their Decimals, but also have fun going through the maze! Students will have more than one option for each answer, so they must correctly simplify the expression in order to find the solution. They have to color in a 10x10 grid to
display their park, convert all of the numbers between fractions, decimals, and percents, and they must write a letter to argue why their park should be picked.Multiply Decimal Packby This includes two worksheets: * Multiplying Decimal x Whole Number practice. After solving, students find corresponding answers in the answer table. Decimal
fun!This download is a PDF. These basics cover simple concepts, identifying decimals, simple fractions, etc. One Sample PDF includes: - One image page - the shape of a heart, with a table for students to enter information after analyzing- One answer key with the table filled in- One blank 10x10 grid for students to make and analyze their own
imageWorksheet is self checking, in that all answers must add up = to 100 squares, 1.00 decimals, 100/100 fractions and 100%.To extend thisPage 8The Fractions, Decimals, and Percentages Warm Ups Sample is designed to be used as a problem of the day, daily question, bell ringer, or morning work to get your students thinking about math. If you
answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals--Word Problems 107--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? If you have your eyes set on excellence in division of decimals, our free dividing two decimals worksheets are going to grow on you!
Dividing Decimals and Whole Numbers Worksheets Is 55 ÷ 0.5 the same as 0.5 ÷ 55? However, it's also a good tool for assessing what the children currently understand about the topic. At only $7, this bundle saves you about 80% off retail price! In the Thrills & Chills Performance Task,Free-Escape Room on Google Forms--Expanded Formby TestPrep, Assessments, Exit Ticket and Extended Practice in a fun way---What a great way to check for understand while students have a blast!!! This Escape Room will be the easiest you have ever implemented as it can be completed by students using Chromebooks, computers, laptops,I-Pads, etc. Topics covered are: expanded form, word form, writing
comparison sentences, place numbers on a number line, odd or even, rounding, doubling, rPage 14Intro to decimalsby This is a worksheet I created for my class to help them understand decimals in as many ways as possible. Print out a sheet for the students to use all week. I havPage 10This 16 question worksheet on multiplying decimals involves
multiplying whole numbers all the way through multiplying thousandths.This is a great resource to use for homework, assessment, extra practice, sub plans, remediation, enrichment, etc. After that, students will be able to fill in the rest.A few things:-The first few times I had my students do this, we did it as a whole class. Teachers can use these
Google Forms for formative assessments, for quizzes, or for homework grades. Ace your decimal-division tests and amp up practice with our pdf dividing decimals worksheets! Students of grade 5, grade 6, and grade 7 who are keen to enhance their practice of dividing decimals in tenths and hundredths, dividing multi-digit decimals, dividing decimals
by adding zeros, and solving decimal division word problems will make a beeline for these printable tools. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, decimals, fractions, percentages, time, you name it create as many as you like and customise them as you like - just visit 12This a simple, yet effective, way for your students to gain some basic fraction
practice by adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing two fractions together. Instructions are concrete and clear with supporting visuals for ESL students who may not be able to read written instructions. 6- 3 x 3 Hundredth grids 2. This was created to be used while teaching multiplyinWinter Math Review Freebieby Print and Go this simple
product for your students to help review a few math skills from the first half of the school year. Version 2 includes scaffolds"Multiply the Love" Multiplying Decimals Worksheetby I created this worksheet as a self-checking worksheet to be used near Valentine’s Day, but it could be used at any time of the year. SplashLearn’s fraction exercises cover
various topics such as spotting decimals, equivalent decimals, converting decimals to fractions, etc. My first product is free for everyone. It can be used as in-class practice, a homework assignment, or a quiz. The activity is best used to recap your pupils' knowledge on the subject or to help practise their fluency with converting units of measure. Try
using this table to help students align their decimals and their digits for a more accurate results. As they solve each problem they will draw and reveal a hidden picture. (Level 9) With this worksheet, students will be engaged as they solve problems by multiplying decimals. Dividing by Tenths Guide grade 5 and grade 6 students to grasp the concept of
dividing decimals by tenths without adding zeros. For example, 67.65 divided by 3.3, which has a quotient of 20.5.Fractions, Decimals, and Percents Park Designby Student will design a state park design. There are two sets of questions 1-6. One problem can also be solved or checked by using multiplication. Place Value lesson multiplying by base 10,
100, 1,000, 1/10, 1/100, and 1/1,000. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals--Word Problems 105--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? These decimal division worksheets allow students to find the quotient without adding
zeros, while ensuring they arrive at an exact answer. MAFS.5.NBT.1.1 Recognize that in a multi-digit number, a digit in one place represents 10 times as much as it represents in the place to its right and of what it representsin the place to its left. It starts with the basics of place value to build strong fundamentals. Such activities put children in
control of their learning and ensure that they are fully attentive. Version 1 include the questions only. Did you know that you can receive credit towards future TpT purchases by reviewing this product? They will draw their name and write fractions in a timeline. This is a simple warm up activity. These Google Forms give students instantaneous
feedback/percentage correct. Below are a few more additional categories covered in this free math test:- Adding, Subtracting, Multiply, and Dividing Fractions- Converting percent to decimals, decimals to percent, and percent to fractions in simplest form- Word translation into numerical form.-Adding and subtracting time units- Calculating simple
average problems- Two critical thinkingPage 18I thought to myself, what would motivate students to practice decimals??? These worksheets by SplashLearn are designed to be engaging and suitable for 3rd-grade kids. Although these are Kobe Bryant shoes, fill free to use you own color choices. This unit includes a variation of Reindeer Games: Game
1: Scrabble (Addition of Fractions with unlike denominators) Game 2: Fawnopoly (Percent of a Number) Game 3: Reindeer Kiting (Addition and Subtraction of Decimals) Students will enjoy the reindeer games and it will keep them engaged up until our Holiday Break. Page 2 Page 3 Decimals are used everywhere in our real life. Make sure to follow
my store for the newest items and updates. Answer key is included.Save money, get the bundle of 20 decimal funsheets by CLICKING HERE. It has all the necessary boxes ready for studentCalculating with decimals worksheet 1by Worksheet with formal addition, subtraction, multiplication and division calculations with numbers up to 2 decimal places
(worksheet 2 is also available which requires students to set up their own calculations).This worksheet was created to support this video about calculating with decimals by RebeccaTheMathsLady.This worksheet was developed by Jeff Kutcher from Jeff's Notebooks and he is kindly allowing it to be freeshared here. Using the number line can help
them solve the questions easier and also gives students a visual of the numbers to help them understand the number values,100 Decibel Decimalsby This worksheet reviews the placement of decimals and place value through an original graphic organizer which features a speaker and color-coded sound waves. A variety of problems are included for
students to choose from as well as an organized page for students to turn their work in on and an answer key for educators! This resource is a fun way for students to practice the skills they have just learned and can easily be turned into a competition between two Classmates to add a little bit more fun! I like to have my students solve their four
pFREE Rounding Decimals Worksheetby Kate Summers - KS CurriculumA free worksheet to help students practice how to round decimals to the nearest whole number. It could make for a great assessment, as well as good homework with the option to have individuals extend research and stay up-to-date with basketball statistics.Page 24Have your
students practice, and review, a variety of decimal skills.Start off by giving your students either the standard, word, or expanded version of a decimal. MGSE5.NBT.2 Explain patterns in the number of zeros of the product when multiplying a number by powers of 10, and explain patterns in the placement of the decimal point when a decimal is
multiplied or divided by a power of 10. Good for starting Decimal x Decimal practice instead of just telling students the rule for where to place a decimal in the product. If the completed picture doesn't look right, students will be able to self-assess and try to find their mistakes. Using symbols >, < and =, students will compare the numbers given,
helping with the understanding of place value and importance of decimals. * After solving all ten they should locate each answer in a heart at the bottom of the page and color the problem and answer hearts the same color. 9- 2.5 x 2.5 Hundredth grids Please contact us with any questions or concerns. Allows students to practice fraction-decimalpercent conversions with common equivalents. They help students to participate actively and be rewarded for their effort. Thank you Jeff!There is a link from the worksheet to another resouMulti-Digit Decimal Division Containing Zeros in the Quotientby This worksheet would be appropriate for late elementary, middle, high school, or remedial college
math students. Our prepping worksheets enhance their skills to answer questions like 4.83 ÷ 2.1 and 2.4 ÷ 0.3. Dividing by Hundredths Foster extraordinary diligence at dividing decimals by hundredths. My goal waPage 22KOBE 5 Review Sheetby Help you student get motivated to review with this Lifestyle Math Sheet. You get a sneak peek!!
Students will convert fractions to decimals and decimals to fractions, then use their answer to color the picture. Ever wanted to use the same questions again but with different numbers and, of course, different answers? Students instead have to estimate both numbers in the problem, multipPage 20PlaceValueQuiz_MillionstoThousandthsby Short quiz
you can use to assess students' understanding of Place Value between Millions to Thousandths place. Specific directions with screen shots on how to save the Google Form to your drive, how to assign the Google Form to students, and how to see student responses/percentage correctThis FREE Printable Packet was created to guide students through
multiplying decimals and decimal patterns. If you answer yes to any or all of these questions, you are in the right place! If, for example, I receivedAdd Two Decimals--Word Problems 106--Car Odometerby Ever run out of practice questions or exercises in your classroom? I use this weekly with a multiplication or division review on the back. An answer
key is included.This product is aligned to CCSS 5.NBT.B.7 and 6.NS.B.3.Please note that this activity is NOT editable. Here are some of the most popular downloadable decimal worksheets on SplashLearn: Represent Decimals: This worksheet makes children draw and represent decimal numbers. Each worksheet consists of 10 questions which are to
be completed within 10 minutes. On the first page will be the link that will prompt you copy the digital version to your own Google Drive. The full review packet is meant to help provide your students, who have just completed 5th grade math, with math practice throughout the summer.
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